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Abstract 

Hydrogen. oxygen. nitrogen prcssurcs inside five scaled leadlacld 2 V cells of IO Ah are measured by Raman speclroscopy. Gasevolution 
is determined during short-term overcharge and rest periods. During the rest period. Ihe oxygen reduction rate is in agreement with recently 
published data. Using qualitalive data. it seemed that during overcharge. the oxygen reduction does not totally hinder the hydrogen evolutioa 
which is consequently much higher than expected. However, we observed that in our case hydrogen evolution is not correlated with the 
oxygen reduction rate assuming that the oxygen cycle is not fully accomplished, though oxygen reduction lakes place. As a cousequeoce and 
for evident balance of currem. hydrogen evolution increased. Possible explanations are: mixed potential at the negative electrodes; grid 
corrosion, or oxidation of organic impurides at the positive electrodes. 

-- 

1. Introduction 

In order to prevent emission of gas and therefore be able 
to ccnstmet sealed or valve-regulated lead/acid (VRLA) 
batteries that would be ideally maintenance-free or ‘zero-gas 
emission’, many investigations are undertaken on the evo- 

lution of hydrogen and oxygen and on recombination 

reactions. Reviews of early investigations are published by 

Bose and Hampwn [I], Mrha CI al. 121, Nelson 131 and 

more recently by Bernt [ 4 1. 
Because of the limited understanding of gas-evolution 

mechanisms and the resulting uncontrolled life expectancy 
of VRLA batteries [5] further studies are needed. 

Bcdoardc et al. 161 prcvidcd anew insight into the subject 
and underlined some of the most important reactions featur- 
ing oxygen and hydrogen cycles in gas-recombinant lead/ 
acid systems. 

In the following, we will refer to ‘oxygen recombination 
when the oxygen cycle is totally achieved, e.g. no water loss 
- whatever the mechanism considered - and IO ‘oxygen 

reduction’ when only the reduction of oxygen at the negative 
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plate is taken into account. Oxygen reduction does not mean 
that the oxygen cycle is completely achieved. 

In order tc study these mechanisms, the authors should 

analyse current. voltage, pressure and gas composition meas- 
urements. Although the three first parameters areeasily mon- 
itored without modifying the system studied, gascompcsition 
measurcmcnt appears to b-e a more difficult task. When gas 
chromatography is used [&991, it is necessary to sample a 

vclume ofgas and to wait several minutes before m-sampling. 

This procedure has several disadvantages: 
I, Gas sampling is not easy to prrfcrm under very low (few 

kPa) or very high pressures, air contam;nation or gas loss 

being possible. 
2. Gas released into the upper part of the battery may not 

have the exact composition of gas contained in the whole 
free volume, including gas trapped in plates and separator 
voids. 

3. In the ccwse of gas sampling, it is possible tc affect the 
internal pressures and therefore to change the kinetics of 
multiple reactions. This problem can be avoided when the 

free volume of the battery is large compared with the 
volume of gas needed for analysis. This requirement is 
difficult tc satisfy with small capacity batteries or single 
plate studies, when we do not want to change drastically 



the factor-of-merit [61 between the plate surface and the 
free volumeofthestudiedcell available togasescompared 
with a standard accumulator. 

4. For the above reasons, frequent sampiing cannot be 
achieved and accurate kinetics cannot be assessed. 
In this paper. a new experimental approach is proposed, 

based on Raman spectroscopy, in order to measure in situ 
hydrogen and oxygen pressures. Using a suitable experimen- 
tal setup and calibration, we were able to monitor the gas 
composition every minute. More than 600 spectra were 
recorded for the determination of the evolution of gas. 

We modified the container of standard 2 V VRLAlabsorp- 
tive glass mat (AGM) cells, making them airtight up to 0.5 
MPa, thus allowing in situ measurement to be made. Only a 
minor discrepancy is obtained between pressures measured 
via a pressure sensor and those measured via Raman 
spectroscopy. 

In addition to the experimental description, we propose a 
qualitative interpretation of the results. Although some of the 
interpretations may be questionable, especially due to the 
second disadvantage listed above, we think that ihis first 
experimental approach can be greatly improved and could 
givti some new qualitative and quantitative information. 

2. Experimental 

2. I. Optical setup 

A schematic diagram of the optical system is shown in 
Fig. I. The gas mixture is illuminated by the green light 

(514.53 nm) of an argon laser. The Raman scattered signal 
is collected at the entrance of a Dilor spectrometer. The spec- 
tra delivered to the computer are then analysed through a 
purpose-designed program to give the relative gas 
concentrations. The Raman signals from gases at low pres- 
sures are so weak that an excitation power as high as 600 
mW is required together with an acquisition time as long as 
120 s. Consequently, a flat background is more easily 
obtained with a right angle scattering conftgura!ion rather 
than with the back-scattered configuration commonl:, wed 
on most spectrometers. A typical example of the Raman spec- 
tra obtained is given in Fig. 2. In order to capture the whole 
spectrum at once, i.e. without rotation of the grating, a second 
Dilor monochromator has been used. The latter. equipped 
with a 600 g/mm grating, has a focal length of 250 mm. As 
a consequence of the rather low dispersion of the spectrum 
on the charge coupled device detector, the vibrational lines 
extend over approximately IO pixels only. However, the par- 
tial pressures deduced from their measured integrated inten- 
sities are still accurate enough when the calibration has been 
carried out under the fame conditions. 

The determination of partial pressures is based upon the 
linear relationship that exists between the Raman intensity 
and the concentration of molecules. i.e. the partial pressure. 
as long as the latter is low enough. This relationship can be 
expressed as 



.4* = c,p, (1) 

where Ax is the Raman integrated intensity. Pr the partial 
pressure and C, the coefficient of proportionality. Because 
these coefficients depend on many factors. such as the exci- 
tation power, the optical geometry at the entrance of the 
spectrometer, etc., their absolute values cannot easily be 
determined. For that reason, all measurements were referred 
to that of nitrogen, whose partial pressure was constant and 
equal to the atmospheric pressure. Then, the partial pressures 
of hydrogen and oxygen were calculated by applying the 
following relations: 

(2) 

wherethe coefficients C,,,,: and Co,,,, have been previously 
determined from the calibration spectra of mixtures of these 
gases with known concentrations. 

2.3. Calibration 

Three sets of six mixtures, leading to IS different mixtures. 
were prepared in the following way: the evacuated optical 
cell was first partially filled with hydmgen at pressures of 2. 
4 and 6 psi. respectively ( I psi = 6.8918 kPa) In each case 
the cell was then filled up to 100 kF’a with atmospheric air. 
Then, the total pressure was reduced to 93.1.82.7.68.9.41.3 
and 27.6 Wa by pumping in stages. For each of these 18 
mixtures the integrated intensities of the Ramnn lines were 
measured. From an examination of these values we can con- 
clude that the relative pressures can be determined with an 
uncertainty of approximately 3 or 4%. 

3. Cell design 

Investigations were carried out on 2 V cells using the 
VRLA/AGM technology. The cells were filled with five 
different electrolyte compositions, see Table I. These com- 
positions are not much different from each other since we 
wanted to be close IO usual industrial conditions. 

The cells were. .assembled with 7 negative and 6 positive 
plates separated oy a standard absorptive microtibre glass 
mat. In order to limit the dispersion of data, plate weights, 
thickness and dimensions of the plates were checked care- 
fully. The plates were selected among a large set of plates 
provided by one of the CEAC plants and manufactured from 
the same lot of unformed active mass. The negative and 
positive tribasic sulfate-based active masses had standard 
chemical and physical characteristics. The electrolyte was a 
solution of sulfuric acid, water and sodium sulate (8 g/l) in 
water. Under standard conditions. the mean C, capacity was 
about 10 Ah, see Table 2. 

For&x 1033 D which is a 30% aqueous solution of poly- 
tluorosulfonic acid surfactant provided by Atochem is known 
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toreducegasemission [ IO,1 I 1. Gas-emission inhibitors have 
been the subject of recent publications and could be one way 
to reduce the amount ofgascvolvcd [ 12,131. As oversoaking 
can strongly hinder oxygen recombination [ 2,141, it is there- 
fore very important to compare 2 V cells soaked with exactly 
the same volume of electrolyte. 

The influence of the specific gravity (sp. gr.) of the acid 
on the gas evolution has to be verified. As far as we know, 
oxygen diffusion at the active mass/electrolytelgasinterface 
is the rate-detemtining step for oxygen recombination. It 
depends on the oxygen solubility in the electmlyte and it is 
well known that the higher is the sp. gr. of the acid the lower 
is the solubility and the oxygen recombination rate. Likewise, 
it must be kept in mind that the increase in sp. gr. of the acid 
enhances the sulfation rate (or self-discharge) of the active 
mass and, as a consequence, favours hydrogen and oxygen 
emission. Further, increasing the sp. gr. of the acid modifies 
the corrosion of the positive grid [ 151. 

First, these cells were equipped with standard valves, 
which have an opening pressure of about 10 to I5 KPa above 
the atmospheric pressure and were submitted to a C,, dis- 
charge control test followed by a 24 h voltage-limited 
recharge at 2.5 A and 2.4 V. Results are given in Table 2. 

Second, as expected, high sp. gr. and oversoaking improve 
capacity, whereas - because it hinders recombination - 
oversoaking decreases the end of charge current. 

Then, sealing these cells, we replaced the standard valves 
by airtight (up to I MPa) valves as used in automobile tyre 
technology and covered the entire cell with a l-2 cm thick 
layer of vinyl ester resin (Fig. 3). 

The cells were able to sustain, at least, an internal gas 
pressureof0.5 MPawithoutmechanicaldeforrnatiou.Several 
measurements showed that the gas leakage was less than 0. I 
kPa/h. provided that the free volume is about 35 cm’. 

We attempted to measure the in situ gas composition. For 
that purpose, we placed two glass windows on the opposite 
sides of the cell, allowing the laser beam to cross the empty 
space ahove the plates. Unfortunately, due to acid mist and 
drops onto the glass windows, the emission signal was 
absorbed and the analysis of the gas was not possible. There- 
fore. we were forced to use another experimental setup, as 
descrihd in Section 2. where gases were analysed in acham- 
ber connected to the 2 V cell. Although, it does not corre- 
spond, strictly speaking to ‘real’ in situ conditions, it has 

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of a sealed cell 

some advantages compared with the usual gas sampling 
method, i.e. gas chromatography. 

When the first cell studied was charged. we observed a 
pressure increase (pressure sensor) that did not correspond 
with the evolution of the Raman spectra. Nitrogen pressure 
was increasing instead of the hydrogen and oxygen pressures. 
We, then, assume that gas diffusion towards the analysis 
chamber was not fast enough and that a significant hetero- 
geneity in the gas composition was responsible for this obser- 
vation. This means that in complex geometric systems, such 
as electrochemical cells or accumulators, gases released are 
unlikely to bp easily mixed. We added a chamber to our setup 
where gases had to be homogenized. By a succession of 
compression/decompression cycles, part of the gas trapped 
in the porosity was likely to be released and mixed with the 
gases present in the upper part of the cell. This homogeni- 
zation must not suggest that the gas evolution law can be 
disturbed by pressure changes, as elucidated in Section 1, see 
disadvantage 3. However, Fig. 4 shows that the pressure 
treads, measured both from the pressure sensor and Raman 
spectroscopy, arecomparable, thus indicating that themixing 
procedure allows a good homogeneity of gases. 

4. Test procedure 

Prior to measurentent, each cell was overcharged for about 

I2 h at 2.4 V. connected to the experimental apparatus,emp 
tied to less than 0.1 kPa and refilled with pure nitrogen up to 
0.1 MPa. 

Then the following steps were applied: 
I. overcharge at constant current i for I h; 
2. rest period for at least 2 h, and 
3. emptying and refilling with pure nitrogen to 0. I MPa 

Three cycles were successively undertaken at i = 0.2,0.4 
and 0.6 A. In some cases, we had to stop 0x0.6 A overcharge 
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within I h when the internal prcssurc reached more than 
0.4 MPa. 

The goal of this procedure was to awzss the oxygcn-rcduc- 
tion rate during the rest period and the kinetics of hydrogen 
and oxygen evolution during the previous overcharge. Cor- 
relation between the gas evolutions arc investigated and dis- 
cussed in the next sections. 

For such recombination mechanisms, steady state may be 
reached after more than 1 or 2 h (61, depending on many 
factors because gas transport through the separator and the 
plate porosity is governed by complex and slow processes. 
Likewise, oxygen reduction on negative plates may enhance 
any plate potential inhomogenities [ 16,171 which take time 
toreachastationarystate. Meanwhile, reachingasteadystate. 
if possible, would require that gas loss due to leakages 
through tne walls of the cell and the experimental setup be 
much less than the slowest gas evolution rates. 

5. Theorelical concepts 

5.1. Equations of gas evolution during the rest period 

As a result of oxygen reduction on lead, the oxygen pres- 
sure decreases rapidly. Under open-circuit voltage (OCV), 
this reaction can bc expressed as 

Pb+~O,+H,so,=PbSo,+H,o (3) 

obeying the general kinetic law 

~,,~t.,,,=%= -Km(t)lP,21”“’ (4) 

If the reaction obeys a simple elementaty mechanism, the 
oxygen reduction rate constant K,,(r) and kinetic parameter 

n(t) arc time constants and n equals I. In that case. Ko, is 
the slope of the logarithm of the oxygen pressure log(P,) 
as function of time, t, accordmg to 

P,,(t) = P”;cxp( - K,,t) (5) 

where Pg: is the oxygen pressure at t=O. Bodoardo and al. 
[6] pointed out that Eq. (5) is followed as long as tdocs not 
exceed 1 or 2 h. That, other effects, such as plate structure 
modification and the slow diffusion thmugh the negative 
mass. slowly decrease the rate of the reaction (3). 

In our case, hydrogen and oxygen evolution due to sclf- 
discharge of the positive and negative active mass are much 
slower than oxygen reduction and thus do not inflwnce the 
measurement of the oxygen pressure decay. However. in 
experiments that last much longer (at least 24 h) and when 
most of the oxygen is reduced, gas emission due to sclf- 
discharge can be easily observed. 

5.2. Equations ofgas evolution during overcharge 

Assuming the cell is fully charged. the constant current. i. 
equals: 

i=io,c,,,+i,,,, (6) 

where i*,._, is the current corresponding to the oxygen 
formed at the positive plate and i,,,,, represents miscella- 
neous reactions such as grid cormsioi?. oxidation of organic 
species (plastic fibres, additives:..). For instance. carbon 
dioxide emission was commonly &saved !7]. 

In a recombinant cell io2(_,, is usually split into 

bleYj = bcm0 + &rcd) (7) 

where iozcG,, is related to the oxygen rcleascd into the empty 
space of the cell and measured via the Rattan signal. i*(,_,, 



corresponds to the oxygen evolved at the positive electrode 
and reduced at the negative clcctrodc. As already outlined. 
discrepancies may arise between io,,_,, and the oxygen prcs- 
sure measured via Raman spectroscopy due to gases trapped 

in porosity: it is. however, very difficult toassess this possible 
difference accurately. In a tint stage and according to our 
experimental setup and procedure, we assume that this dif- 
ference is negligible. 

In a good recombinant system and for overcharge currents 
that are lower than the limiting recombinant current [ 2,6]- 

usually comprised between I and 3 mAlcm* of negative plate 

- io,,,l, <i02,~Cd, and the oxygen pressure tends to low 
value. Otherwise, when the oxygen reduction rate constant 
K,, and the resulting io,,ti, is small compared with the 

overcharge current, i. the oxygen pressure increases more 

rapidly. 
(ii) LII the negative electrodes 

~=~H1,6’L.,+io~lmc, (8) 
where iH2,6’, is the current corresponding to the hydrogen 

evolution and iol,,,, corresponds to the oxygen recombined 

at the negative electrode. 

For the following calculations and discussion, we assumed 
that hydrogen oxidation [6] was negligible and that iHTCS.~I 

was equal to iHz,rc,l, the hydrogen released into the free vol- 
ume of the cell. Likewise, in a first approximation, it is gcn- 

erally assumed that all the oxygen reduced is equivalent to 
the oxygen recombined and that io,,,,, = i,,,,,. Therefore 

Eqs. (6)-(S) lead to 

&hCR.i, = ~o,,,,u + i,,,,,,,, 

or 

iHz,iel) Grnire) 
:=I+: (9) 
&X,.& ~oxml, 

This relation is valid whatever ioltm, and the overcharge 
current, i, and it reveals that the ratio iH2,rcl,lio~,ml,. hence 
the gas composition, strongly depends on the ratio 

i,..,,,fiozC~~, that increases when io,,,,, is !ow. However, it 

must be kept in mind that, according to our overcharge pro- 

cedure, i,,,,,, remains in all cases much higher than i,,iv, 

which is often considered to be of the order of several pA. 

In adiabatic and isothermal conditions, the oxygen and 
hydrogen evolution ~o~,~,, and uHzCw,) are simply related to 
the corresponding current 

ioz,rcll =4&l,rrl, and in,,,,, =~o.,,,~,, 

withA= VFIRTand F=965OGC. 

(IO) 

The determination of the free volume, V, is not accurate 
and can give important errors when we want to calculate 
oxygen or hydrogen currents from the experimental meas- 

urements of uo,tre,, and o,,~,~,,. We, then, prefer to deal with 
the ratlo ~sz,rs,,liot,rF,, or u~~~~,,/u~,~,, which eliminates 
the factors influencing Eq. (10). 

From Eqs. (9) and (IO), we obtain 

If all the relations were correct, we should observe that: 

I. As often suggested, during overcharge, the higher is the 

oxygen reduction rate, the lower is uozlm,, and u~~,~,), 
according to Eqs. (7) and (8). 

2. Whatever the oxygen reduction rate. the ratio between 
hydrogen and oxygen evolution must be cqudl to or 
slightly higher than 2 (Eq. ( I I ) ) 

3. However, the higher oxygen reduction rate and the lower 
the oxygen evolution, the higher are the effects of corro- 

sion and others miscellaneous reactions on gas stochiom- 
etiy. i.e. departure from the value of 2 (Eq. (I 1)) is 
higher. 

6. Results and discussion 

6.1. Deteminafion of the reduction rate 

In Fig. 5 typicalP, evolution after I h overcharge isgiven. 
In all cases the parameter n turns out to be close to 1 and 

according to Eq. (5). K,,, P;f, Pg are reported in Table 3. 

We attempt to find a correlation between the reduction rate 
constant and the initial oxygen and hydrogen pressures. the 
previous overcharge current, i, and the type of cell. Only 
Ko, exhibits a goad correlation with the initial oxygen pres- 
sure (Fig. 6). This correlation results from the first remark 

in Section 5.3, since the oxygen evolution during the previous 

overcharge depends on the oxygen reduction rate constant. 
In contrast, Ko, seems not be well correlated with the initial 
hydrogen pressure (Table 3). Also, there is no obvious cor- 
relaIion between the overcharge current and K,,>, indicating 

11- 
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i=*.* A 
Km 16 (S-I) 
Kh’ (cm/h) 
P, (kPa) 
P&‘I(kPa) 

i=C.4A 
K,, IO’ (s-1) 
Ku,’ tern/h) 
P$ (kh) 
%’ (kPa) 

i=0.6A 

Kc,, IO’W’) 
K*’ (cm/h) 
Pz (kPa) 
P$ (kh) 

No data 

4.1 
0.21 
143 
38 

3.7 
0.19 
195 
50 

7.1 
0.37 
62 
7.5 

7.1 
0.37 
91 
18 

6.0 
0.11 
133 
41 

- 

4.8 3.7 1.4 
0.25 0.:9 0.07 
78 99 77 
4 13 41 

6.0 3.0 0.9 
0.31 0 16 0.05 
145 138 n9 
14 54.5 83 

5.5 3.2 0.9 
0.28 0.17 0.03 
148 141 109 
24.5 71 124 

that for such currents, the recombination mechanism is not 
significantly modified by the previous overcharge period. 

Finally, taking into account the factor-of-merit (61, c 
which is a convenient parameter related to the geometry of 
the cell studied, defined as the ratio between the free volume 
of the experimental setup and the total negative plate surface, 
roughly estimated to be 0.145 cm (50 cm’:345 cm*) in our 
case, we found that the vahte of K,,‘. defined as I&‘= 
KJ, is close those reported in Ref. (61, being estimated 
between 0.02 and 0.1 cm/h. 

6.2. overcharge 

Typical curves for hydrogen and oxygen pressure as a 
function of time are shown in Fig. 7. Hydrogen and oxygen 
evolution can be obtained by differentiating dPoJdt and 
dP,,ldr (Figs. 8 and 9). 

Three time domains can be observed: 

(i) d0lnoinI: uHstrco =su~(~) -0 kPas_’ 
This may conespmtd to the recharge of the negativeactive 

mass, discharged during the prwiotts rest pctiod. Hydrogen 
evolution is postponed compared with oxygen evolution. It 
may be due to the time necessary for oxygen attd hydrogen 
to be fomwd in the plates aad to migrate towards the. _ 
part of the cell before being measured. 

(ii) domain II: uHafrc,) and uolce, increase with time and 
overcharge current until maximum values LIZ,,, and 
u~~,,arereacbed.Inmwtof~lrexperiments,themuimum 
occurs after 10 to 20 min of overcharge. 

(iii) domain 111: this is the longest domain. phssare evo- 
lution decreases and tends to steady-state values which are 
very difficult to determine unambigoottsly. Longer over- 
charges should be undertaken in ftttttre studies. 

Neverdteless. we observed qualitatively that when oxygen 
reduction is efficient (cells A, B. C, D). the end of charge 
gas evolutions I$&,, and I$& do not depend. as much as 
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does the peak, on the overcharge current and that o&,, can 
reach a low value (Fig. 9). 

This means that tbe applied currents, i, are lower than the 
maximum oxygen rcductioa ability, i.c. the limiting current 
i&_,, 1 I’, and that oxygen reduction efficiency appears to 
be close to I. 

Thus, cell E exhibits a significantly different behaviour 
where IP” oxtrcl, does not tend to low values and depends on i 
(Fig. S), since i!&,,, is lower and i> &;,x4,. 

From these figures, it can be seen that. in case B. though 
the oxygen pressure is similar, the hydrogen pressure is lower 
than in the other cells, showing the inflawx of the Forafac 
1033D on the hydrogen evolution. 

We plot the ratio of v,~~,~~,/u~~~_.~, as a funct~n of time 
(Fig. IO). As pointed out (Eq. (1 I)). departure from stoi- 
chiometry can easily be assessed. In cell E, the ratio is almost 
time- and current-constant, and is close to 2. In the other cells, 

the ratio is higher than 2 and can reach values as high as IO 
or 20, though iwcn,, is unlikely to be as low as i,,,,,. As it 
seems reasonable to assume that the ratio i,4s,/ioaA, (Eq. 
(9) ) is negligible compared to I, it may have some missing 
processes or wrong approximations in the equations written 
m the previous section. 

First. we determined the mean value of hydrogen and ony- 
gen evolutional the end ofcharge and thecorrespondingratio 
of Gi;,,,lG;;,, as a function of Ko, (Fig. II). Fig. I I 
shows that the higher is h& the higher is the departure from 
stoichiometry. This is an obvious consequence of Eq. (1 I) 
when uw,w decreases and when the studied system is able 
to reduce the total amount of oxygen. Unfortunately, though 
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time(s) 
Fig. 4. Hydrogen and oxygen rvolu6on during overcharge. cell C 

I 

time(s) 

Fig. 10. Hydrogen over oxygen evolution as a function of time for each cell at i=O.4 A. 

. 
v,,~,~~) is dnnmshed, u”,~~,, does not seem to be hindered as 
much as expected (Fig. 7). Some other unexp=a%d reactions 
are probably responsible for such behaviour and Eq. (11) is 
unlikely to be sufficient for explaining this discrepancy. 

In addition, Fig. 11 shows that cell B. whose electrolvte 
contains Forafac 1033D. behaves singularly since it exhib;its 
a good recombinant efficiency and an evolution ratio closer 
to stoichiometry. This plot conlirms that For&c 1033D 
appears to be a good hydrogen gassing inhibitor. 

operations, oxygen recombination can proceed via two pas.- 
rible mechanisms or routes: 

(i) Oxygen reacts chemically with lead to form lead sul- 
fate. see reaction (3). The Ialter can be seen as an oxygen 
rxombination react:~x~ though no external current is related 
to it, except if following reaction (3), the lead sulfate is 
reduced 

PbSO,+2e- +2H+ =Pb+H,SO, ( 12) 

6.4. Discussion 

As already suggested [ 6,181, all the oxygen reduced at the 
negative electrode is not necessarily involvei in an clectro- 
chemical recombination process. During overcharge 6,~’ float 

In this case and in this case only, the oxygen cycle is 
complete, oxygen recombination is achieved and ieCIFI, = 
in,&). However, if the lead sulfate is not converted. there is 
no oxygen recombination and i*(*, #&,,,, 

(ii) Oxygen reacts elecvcchemically with protons on the 
lead surface 



++2eC+2H+=HP (13) 

No lead sulfate is formed at the negative plate and the 
current &,, equals io2,xd,. 

Relation (9) is valid for either mechanism (it or (ii). 
However, it is wrong if the mechanism (i) is not achieved, 
i.e. the conversion of lead sulfate to lead in not achieved. 
Consequently, ioatlFd) of IQ. (7) does not equal io,,,,, of 
Eq, (8) and relation (9) is no more valid. Therefore, the 
quantity of oxygen reduced at the negative electrode is more 
important than the amount of oxygen recomhincd such as 

Aio,=io,r,s, -iorCm, 20 

then Eq. (9) becomes 

(14) 

It has been claimed [ 191 that under overcharge current or 
float operation, the potential of the negative electrodes is too 
negative for reaction (3) to proceed and that the direct reduc- 
tion of oxygen (mechanism (ii)) is responsible for recom- 
bination mechanism. On the contrary, it has been often 
experienced [ 20.21) in VRLA batteries that corrosion of the 
negative electrode. i.e. sulfation of lugs and plates, can be 
important during long-term float operation. In recent exper- 
iments, we observed on the same type of cells overcharged 
at law constant current (20 and 100 mA), during one month, 
that a non-negligible amount of lead sulfate, increasing with 
the overcharge current, was formed at the top of the negative 
plates. Obviously. this indicates that the plates-and/or the 
lug -do not behave in a homogeneous manner and that local 
drops of potentiel allow reaction (3) to occur. 

Oxygen recombination stmngly depends on microscopic 
conditions which may be listed as: 
I. Due to the tortuosity of the separator, oxygen bubbles are 

likely to be driven towards the top of the cell where reac- 

tion (3) or ( 13) takes place preferentially. Likewise, it is 
possible to assume that the potential at the surface of the 
plates where oxygen bubbles arrive first can differ from 
the potential at the mass/negative grid interface. The 
thicker the plate the higher can be the potential drop 
between the surface and the code of the plate. 

2. Acid stratification [ 141 can be important in the AGM cell. 
3. In a cell made of several negative plates, each plate is not 

locally submitted to the same oxygen pressure. 
All these factors yield important inhomogeneous negative 

potentials from plate to plate and on the same plate from the 
bottom to the top and/or from the core to the surface. It is 
easy to imagine that tbe isopotential maps of the plates are 
very complex. We therefore can expect that in some parts of 
the plate the potential is high enough to allow the sulfation 
reaction (3) to occur in preference to the conversion reaction 
(12). leading to a relatively high value of Aio, (I?.+ (15)). 

If rou:e (ii) (reaction (13)) takes place. preferentially at 
the top of the cell, it will depolarize and increase the sulfation 
due to self-discharge. Therefore, the question whethermech- 
anism (i) or (ii) is operating during low-current overcharge 
or float operation remains. Probably, oxygen recombination 
proceeds via both routes (i) and (ii) 

For cwent balances, hydrogen has to be evolved at sites 
where the plate has a more negative potential. This mixed 
potential [ I61 situation could even lead to electron transfer 
fmm the high potential to the low potential parts within the 
same plate or from plate to plate. resulting in an increase in 
hydrogen emission and of lead sulfation. Moreover, all these 
processes are time-dependent since the electrolyte Rows and 
oxygen transpon take place in a complex manner. For 
instance. Musilova and Jiadra [ 171 clearly pointed out the 
variation of the negative plate potentials during charge. 

7. cc.ncludo~ 

Although this study shows a wide dispersion of data from 
cell to cell, some interesting conclusions can be drawn. 
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First, we showed that Raman spectroscopy could be a good 
experimental method for analysing in sit” hydmgen and oxy- 
gen evolution in sealed lead/acid batteries. Improving our 
experimental set”p,especially thegasmixingchamber.co”ld 
t’e one way to homogenize correctly the gas composition 
t!uoughout the cell. Up to now, no investigation enabled the 
continuous determination of gas evdutioa parameters in 
laadlacid cells. 

Second, We confirmed that the oxygen reduction mecha- 
“sm followed a first-order kinetic law, at least during the 
first hour after overcharge and that the values& were close 
to those already reported, that is in the order of 0.1 cm/h. 

mtrary to the usually admitted behaviour, we showed 
that hydrogen and oxygen evolution appeared not to be well 
corre-later1 during short-term low-current overcharges. In all 
~cases, hydrogen evolution was much higher than expected. 
‘fl?is observation can be explained by: 

(i) A’t the positive electmdes, gridcorrosionando~ 
qforganic species. Although it is assumed that in standard 
lead/acid cells, corrosion and oxidation of organic species 
correspond to insignificant currents. it must be : ept in mind 
when one wants to “se new grid alloys and/or new material 
fo: the absorptive sepwator. Further, because the amount of 
oxygen released tends to very low values after a few hours 
underfloatoperatio”,theratioofi,,lio,,~~, canreachvalues 
close to unity which henceforth increases the hydrogen com- 
pared with oxygen evolution (Eq. ( 11)) 

(ii) At the negative electrodes. heterogeneous and mixed 

potentials. leading to high value of Ai,. 
In order to prevent too high pressures in sealed AGM lead/ 

acid cells, hydrogen evolution has to be greatly lowered. It 
may be achieved by oxydation of hydrogen on positive plates 
using suitable catalysts such as tungsten carbide [22,23] or, 
according to our discussion, by minimizing the potential het- 
erogeneity throughout the negative plates which is, in our 
view. probably the main factor responsible for bydmgen gas- 
sing and negative plate sulfadon. In that way. better care 
should be addressed on gas transport [ 21 from positive to 
negative plate as well as on electrolyte non-uniformity. i.e. 
specific gravity stratification, plate and/or separator soaking. 
Another way of reducing hydrogen gassing without modi- 
fying oxygen reduction couldbe touse organicadditives such 
as Forafac l033D which is very stable in acidic media. Mure- 
over. it results from our observations and assumptions that, 
under low current overcharge. a” efficient oxygen reduction 
may not he fully favourable for limiting the hydrogen evo- 
lution. In this condition, it seems to be a difficult task to make 
the lead/acid cells sealed. 

8. List of symbols 

A 

AX 

parameter as defined in Eq. ( IO): 
A = VFIRT 

Raman integrated intensity of gas X 

coefficient of proportionnality as defined in 
Es.(l) 
%5OOC 
total charging current, A 
current corresponding to the fommtion of gas X 
current corresponding to the quantity of oxygen 
reduced at the negative elwtrodes 
current corresponding to the quantity of gas X 
released into the empty volume oft!! elemeut 
and measured via Raman spectroscopy 
current corresponding to the oxygen 
recombination 
limiting current for the reduction of oxygen 
current corresponding to miscellaneous 
reactions taking place at the positive efectmde 
kinetic rate constant of oxygen reduction as 
defined in Eq. (4). s-l 
defined as K,r, cm s - ’ 
kinetic parameter as defined in Eq. (4) 
partial pressure of gas x, kFa 
partial pressure of gas X at the end of charge 
and before the rest period 
universal gas constam, J K-l 
time, s 
absolute temperature, K 
oxygen reduction evolution. kPa s- ’ 
evolution of gas X released into the element 
free volume and related to i.tti, via Eq. (IO) 
maximum value of uxo, 
mea” value of oxCrr,, at the end of charge 
volume of the free space available to gas. m3 

r factor-of-merit defined as the ratio of the free 
space volume of the cell and the surface 
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